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PROJECT LOCATION: 33165 Decker School Road, Los Angeles County 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:   Partial demolition of a 1,500 sq. ft. portion of an 
unpermitted 1,900 sq. ft., 19 ft. high, single family residence on an unpermitted graded 
pad; reconstruction/remodeling of the 400 sq. ft. remainder structure; and construction 
of a new 4,383 sq. ft. addition to the 400 sq. ft. remainder structure in order to construct 
a 4,783 sq. ft., 35 ft. high, three-story single family residence with an attached 860 sq. ft. 
garage; 2,500 sq. ft. of decking, 946 sq. ft. of balconies, a solar panel system, improve 
existing driveway, upgrade/replace as-built septic system, landscaping, retaining walls, 
a temporary construction trailer, an unspecified amount of revegetation of a portion of 
the site, and a new 418 ft. long, 6 ft. high Fire Wall along 206 lineal ft. of northern 
property boundary (adjacent to National Park Service land) and 212 lineal ft. along 
eastern property boundary.  In addition, the project includes the request for after-the-
fact approval of:  the 400 sq. ft. remainder of the existing residence, an as-built 
swimming pool/spa with patio area; an as-built septic system, an as-built water well and 
tank; an unpermitted residential trailer with a concrete pad and chain link fencing; and 
an unknown quantity of grading for the construction of the approximately 7,000 - 8,000 
sq. ft. as-built flat pad where the existing residence is located, a second as-built flat pad 
area approximately 18,000 sq. ft. area where the existing trailer is located, and a large 
disturbed area where the former sheds and corrals were located, and an approximate 
440 ft. long as-built road extension to the existing residence.   
 
 Lot area:   5 acres 
 Building Pad Area:   2,748 sq. ft. 
 Building coverage:   2,748 sq. ft. 
 Pavement coverage:   5,250 sq. ft.  
 Ht above fin grade:        35 ft. 
 
 SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends DENIAL of the proposed project.  The applicant requests approval to 
demolish 1,500 sq. ft. of an existing unpermitted 1,900 sq. ft. single family residence on an 
unpermitted graded pad and construct a new 4,783 sq. ft. residence with an attached 860 
sq. ft. garage in the same location on a five acre parcel located near Decker School Road.  
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Staff discovered during the processing of this application that the existing residence, in 
addition to several other unpermitted improvements, was constructed between 1991 and 
1993 without the required coastal development permit.  As proposed, the project includes 
the demolition of approximately 80 percent of the existing unpermitted structure, including 
the existing foundation.  In addition, the applicant is proposing substantial 
reconstruction/remodeling of the remaining 400 sq. ft. portion of the structure that is 
proposed to remain in order to incorporate it into the new proposed 4,783 sq. ft single family 
residence with an attached below grade 860 sq. ft. garage. 
 
The site has been subject to previous Commission action.  The Commission previously 
approved an approximate 3,100 sq. ft. residence, attached garage and detached workshop 
in 1979 (Coastal Permit No. 78-4453).  Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 was extended by the 
previous property owner 10 times before the permit expired.  Although construction of the 
existing residence on site was commenced in 1991, prior to the expiration of Coastal Permit 
No. 78-4453 in 1992; the residence that was constructed was built in a substantially 
different location, design, size, and configuration than originally approved by the 
Commission in 1979.  This unpermitted 1,900 sq. ft. residence (and the location for the new 
proposed residence) is located more than 80 feet northeast of the previously approved 
building site and approximately 50 feet from the northern property boundary with the 
adjacent National Park Service property, which is part of the Santa Monica Mountains 
National Recreation Area (SMMNRA).  Due to the failure to construct the unpermitted 
residence with an adequate setback from the adjacent public park land, it appears that a 
significant amount of sensitive chaparral vegetation has been removed on the adjacent park 
land, without the consent of the National Park Service, in order to provide for a 200 ft. radius 
fuel modification zone for the existing unpermitted residence on the subject site.  In 
response to the unpermitted vegetation clearance, SMMNRA in a letter (Exhibit 13) dated 
March 7, 2006, states: “The original approved residential development was sited to avoid 
fuel modification on adjacent property, and therefore, fuel modification currently occurring 
on the adjacent National Park Service property to the north is in violation of federal law.  We 
recommend that any new construction or reconstruction on the subject parcel be sited at 
least 200 feet from the northern boundary shared with National Park Service to 
accommodate Los Angeles County’s 200-foot fuel modification zone within the privately 
owned parcel.”    
 
In this case, although the applicant is proposing to construct a new 206 ft. long, 6 ft. high 
“fire wall” located along this northern property boundary with SMMNRA lands, staff notes 
that the use of a fire wall does not eliminate the need for vegetation clearance to provide 
adequate safety for structures in high-fire hazard areas, such as the subject site.  In past 
permit actions, in order to ensure that the normally required 200 ft. fuel modification zones 
around new structures would not encroach onto public park lands, the Commission has 
required, when feasible, that new structures be located at least 200 ft. from the boundary 
with such park lands.  In this case, the proposed residence would be located approximately 
50 ft. from the property line with National Park land and would not provide an adequate 
setback to ensure that vegetation clearance for the proposed structure would not occur on 
public park land.   
 
Further, in this case, there are alternative building sites on the subject parcel located more 
than 200 feet from the northern property boundary where a new residence could feasibly be 
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located (including on either of the other two unpermitted graded flat pads on site).  Although 
the majority of the existing residence is proposed to be demolished, the applicant has 
indicated that they wish to reconstruct the new residence only in the location where the 
previous unpermitted residence was located and that they are unwilling to consider 
constructing the new proposed residence in any of these other feasible locations more than 
200 ft. from the adjacent park land. 
 
In addition the existing residence, other unpermitted development has occurred on site 
including, but not limited to, the construction of a pool/spa, a water storage tank/well, a 
residential trailer on a concrete pad, and an unknown quantity of grading to construct the 
approximate 7,000 - 8,000 sq. ft. flat pad for the unpermitted residence, a second 
approximate 18,000 sq. ft. pad, a third large disturbed area for the former sheds and 
corrals, and an approximate 440 ft. long road extension to service the unpermitted 
residence.  In addition, various unpermitted equestrian and animal facilities, which were 
constructed on site by a previous property, have already been removed by the applicant.  
Prior to unpermitted development that occurred on site, the subject parcel was primarily 
vegetated with chemise ceanothus chaparral that constituted an Environmentally Sensitive 
Habitat Area (ESHA).  The unpermitted development on site resulted in the removal of the 
sensitive vegetation on site from the majority of the parcel and a significant portion of the 
adjacent SMMNRA land within the 200 foot fuel modification area around the existing 
residence.   
 
In this case, there are feasible alternative locations on the project site that would allow for 
the construction of a single family residence, of the same size as proposed in this 
application, and which would be located more than 200 ft. from the adjacent National Park 
land in order to eliminate the potential for vegetation clearance to occur on National Park 
property for the purpose of fuel modification.  Therefore, Staff is recommending denial of the 
proposed project because there are feasible alternatives to the proposed project that would 
result in fewer adverse impacts to ESHA. 
 

IMPORTANT PROCEDURAL NOTE:
DUE TO PERMIT STREAMLINING ACT REQUIREMENTS, THE COMMISSION MUST 
ACT ON THIS PERMIT APPLICATION AT THE APRIL 2006 COMMISSION 
HEARING. 
 
LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: Los Angeles County approval in concept, 
conceptual septic system approval, preliminary fuel modification plan approval, and 
preliminary road access approval. 
 
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: Preliminary Soils and Engineering Geologic 
Investigation, dated October 6, 2004, by Geosystems, Inc.; Biological Study, dated April 
22, 2005 by Andrew McGinn Forde; Coastal Permit No. 78-4453, Coastal Permit Time 
Extension Nos. 5-81-591 through E10; Coastal Permit No. 4-04-118, Zimmerman; 
Coastal Permit No. 4-04-122, Lau.  
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I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
 

MOTION: I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development 
Permit No. 4-05-026 for the development proposed by the 
applicant. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF DENIAL: 
 
Staff recommends a NO vote.  Failure of this motion will result in denial of the permit 
and adoption of the following resolution and findings.  The motion passes only by 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 
RESOLUTION TO DENY THE PERMIT: 
 
The Commission hereby denies a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development on the ground that the development will not conform with the policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will prejudice the ability of the local government having 
jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the 
provisions of Chapter 3.  Approval of the permit would not comply with the California 
Environmental Quality Act because there are feasible mitigation measures or 
alternatives that would substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts of the 
development on the environment. 
 
 
II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS
 
The Commission hereby finds and declares: 
 
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SITE HISTORY
 
The applicant proposes partial demolition of a 1,500 sq. ft. portion of an unpermitted 
1,900 sq. ft., 19 ft. high, single family residence on an unpermitted graded pad; 
reconstruction/remodeling of the 400 sq. ft. remainder structure; and construction of a 
new 4,383 sq. ft. addition to the 400 sq. ft. remainder structure in order to construct a 
4,783 sq. ft., 35 ft. high, three-story single family residence with an attached 860 sq. ft. 
garage; 2,500 sq. ft. of decking, 946 sq. ft. of balconies, a solar panel system, improve 
existing driveway, upgrade/replace as-built septic system, landscaping, retaining walls, 
a temporary construction trailer, an unspecified amount of revegetation of a portion of 
the site, and a new 418 ft. long, 6 ft. high Fire Wall along 206 lineal ft. of northern 
property boundary (adjacent to National Park Service land) and 212 lineal ft. along 
eastern property boundary.  In addition, the project includes the request for after-the-
fact approval of: the 400 sq. ft. remainder of the existing residence, an as-built 
swimming pool/spa with patio area; an as-built septic system, an as-built water well and 
tank; an unpermitted residential trailer with a concrete pad and chain link fencing; and 
an unknown quantity of grading for the construction of the approximate 7,000-8,000 sq. 
ft. as-built flat pad where the existing residence is located, a second as-built flat pad 
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area approximately 18,000 sq. ft. in area where the existing trailer is located, a third 
large disturbed area for the former sheds and corral, about 4.75 acres of unpermitted 
vegetation removal, and an approximate 440 ft. long as-built road extension to the 
existing residence.  (Exhibits 1 – 12, 19 and 20). 
 
The proposed project site is located on north side of Decker School Road, northwest of 
its intersection with Decker Road (Exhibits 1 and 2).  The subject parcel is 5 acres in 
size, and is characterized in topography by the presence of two small knolls separated 
by a flat area on the eastern portion of the parcel.  On the northernmost knoll, an 
unpermitted flat pad, approximately 7,000 - 8,000 sq. ft. in size, and a 440 foot long 
access road have been previously graded and an unpermitted 1,900 sq. ft. residence, 
pool/spa, and water storage tank have been constructed on the northernmost knoll.  In 
addition, a second large unpermitted flat pad (approximately 18,000 sq. ft. in size) has 
been previously graded on the northwest area of the parcel (down slope from the 
existing unpermitted residence) by a previous property owner and an unpermitted 
residential trailer, concrete pad, and chain link fence enclosure has been installed by 
the current property owner/applicant.  A third large disturbed areas has been graded 
and vegetation removed below and south of the residence where the former animal 
sheds and corrals were located, but recently removed by the current owner/applicant. 
 
The subject site is located immediately adjacent to a large holding of National Park 
Service land to the north, which is undeveloped and vegetated with a large contiguous 
community of chaparral that constitutes an environmentally sensitive habitat area.  
Various unpermitted development has occurred on the subject site including the existing 
residence.  Commission staff has reviewed historic aerial photographs of the site.  A 
natural drainage course crosses the western portion of the property from north to south.  
The applicant has submitted a Biological Report dated April 5, 2005 by Forde Biological 
Consultants that indicates that the previously existing dense chaparral vegetation has 
been removed from most of the subject property as result of development on site and 
for the purpose of fuel modification.  Although the majority of the 5-acre site was 
previously covered with native vegetation prior to the unpermitted development, the 
report indicates that native vegetation is now present on less than 0.25 acres along the 
natural drainage on the western portion of the parcel (Exhibit 14).  This native 
vegetation along the drainage area consists of chemise–ceanothus chaparral.  There 
are no oak trees on the property.  On the adjoining property to the north, owned by the 
National Parks Service as part of the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area 
(SMMNRA) an area of native chaparral has been removed in a radius of about 200 feet 
from the existing unpermitted residence.  The existing unpermitted residence is located 
approximately 50 feet south of the northern property boundary with the SMMNRA.  In a 
letter dated March 7, 2006, Woody Smeck, Superintendent, of the SMMNRA notes that 
fuel modification currently occurring on the adjacent National Park Service property is in 
violation of federal law (Exhibit 13).    
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1. Site History 
 
This property was the subject of previous Commission action.  Coastal Permit No. 78-
4453 (Cassidy) was issued by the Commission in 1979 for the construction of a new 
3,100 sq. ft., one-story, single-family dwelling with an attached two-car garage, and a 
detached workshop (Exhibits 15 and 24).  This project was approved on January 15, 
1979, with a special condition requiring a recorded deed restriction limiting the use of 
the structure to a single-family dwelling.  The approved Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 
identified the location of this residence on the northwest portion of the property 
approximately 120 ft. from the northern boundary of the subject site with the adjacent 
public park land (in approximately the same location as where the existing unpermitted 
trailer is now located).  This Coastal Permit was extended to January 15, 1992, through 
10 Time Extensions (Coastal Permit Time Extensions No.5-81-591-E1 through 5-81-
591-E10).  However, the residence approved by this coastal development permit was 
never constructed.   
 
In addition, a review of historic aerial photographs and the plans submitted by the 
applicant indicate that although the previously approved residence was not constructed, 
a different 1,320 sq. ft. new single family residence with a 201 sq. ft. deck was 
constructed in 1991 in a significantly different location on the north east portion of the 
subject site on top of natural knoll area where an unpermitted flat pad was graded.  The 
unpermitted residence was constructed with a different size, different design, and more 
than 80 ft. to the east of the previously approved building location and approximately 50 
ft. from the northern property line abutting National Park Land (Exhibit 16).  In addition, 
although a second large, graded, flat pad area was constructed in the same location as 
for the previously approved residence, staff notes that the pad was not graded in 
conformance with the approved project plans.  The previously approved pad was 
approximately 10,000 – 12,000 sq. ft. in area while the as-built flat pad was apparently 
constructed significantly larger in area, approximately 18,000 sq. ft. in size. 
 
Further review of historic aerial photographs by staff confirmed that a large unpermitted 
structure, apparently a horse facility was constructed on the large 2nd lower graded pad 
area between 1977 and 1986 which has since been removed.  In addition, a third 
developed area (east of the lower graded pad and south of the unpermitted residence) 
was cleared of vegetation and several unpermitted horse corrals and sheds were also 
constructed on site sometime between 1986 and 2005 without the required coastal 
development permits.  Although the previous property owner apparently obtained a Los 
Angeles County Building Permit in 1991 for the residence that was constructed on site, 
the property owner did not apply for, or obtain, either the required amendment to the 
previously approved coastal permit or a new coastal permit for the substantially different 
residential development project.  In this case, because the previous property owner 
failed to construct any of the development previously approved by Coastal Permit No 
78-4453 and since none of the currently existing development on site has occurred in 
compliance with the approved plans (including the residence, septic system, water 
tank/well, vegetation removal, or grading), the Commission finds that Coastal Permit 
No. 78-4453 expired on January 15, 1992. 
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On February 3, 2005, the applicant submitted this application for Coastal Permit No. 4-
05-026.  The application included copies of Los Angeles County Building Permits for the 
residence, pool, deck, a horse shelter and hay storage, fire sprinkler system, and other 
various electrical, plumbing and heating systems.  The application also included a copy 
of the Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 for a residence on site.  In addition, the applicant 
submitted an undated letter to Building and Safety (Exhibit 16) signed by Suzanne 
Correll, who is listed as the applicant on the Building Permit for the residence (Exhibit 
17).  This letter from Correll indicates that the house was designed by Ms. Correll as a 
1,320 sq. ft. house and the original size was 3,116 sq. ft.  Interestingly, the letter 
indicates that “the location of the new design is approximately 65’ west of the original 
location (which was better suited geologically for the leach field.”  However, staff notes 
that the unpermitted residence is actually located more than 80 ft. to the northeast of the 
previously approved residence and significantly closer about 50 ft. from the adjoining 
property line with National Park Service property.  Further, although the submitted letter 
from Correll confirms that the existing development was constructed in non-
conformance with the originally approved project plans, a review of Commission records 
by staff has also confirmed that no Coastal Permit or Amendment was ever applied for 
or approved for such relocation or redesign of development on the subject site.   
 
On March 3, 2005 and June 27, 2005, staff requested the applicant to submit evidence  
of any coastal development permits that had been issued for any of the existing 
development on site, including the swimming pool and patio near the residence, and 
multiple animal sheds and corrals.  The applicant was unable to provide evidence of any 
Coastal Permits for the above development on the subject parcel.  This application was 
filed on July 28, 2005.  
 
In addition, although not part of this application, the applicant removed several existing 
unpermitted sheds and corrals from the site.  Staff conducted a site visit on December 
1, 2005 to confirm that the residence, pool/spa, water tank/well, residential trailer on a 
concrete pad existed on site and that the sheds and corrals had been removed.  In 
addition, in order to assist the applicant in researching the history of development on 
site, Staff requested the original file for Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 from the 
Sacramento State Records Center on December 2, 2005.  Staff met with the applicant’s 
architect and representative on December 8, 2005 to discuss the pending project.  
However, at this time, the State Records Center had not been able to yet locate the 
original file in its archives.    
 
On December 15, 2005, Staff received Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 and time extensions 
for Coastal Permit No. 78-4453.  A review of the approved/stamped plans for the 
approved residence in Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 indicated that the residence was 
approved on the northwest portion of the parcel more than 80 feet southwest of the 
existing unpermitted residence, which is located on the small knoll on the northeast 
portion of the parcel.  The approved residence was located about 120 feet from the 
northern property boundary with National Park Service (SMMNRA) (Exhibit 24).  Staff 
contacted the applicant’s representatives on December 19 and 20, 2005, and informed 
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them that the underlying permit file was available for their review.  In addition, staff 
emailed the applicant on December 20, 2005 (Exhibit 18) digital photographs of the 
Commission’s stamped/approved plans confirming that the existing residence is a 
different size, design, and configuration than previously approved and is not located on 
the approved building site. 
 
In discussion with the applicant’s representatives, Staff requested that the applicant 
withdraw the pending application for which had originally been characterized by the 
applicant as an “addition to an existing residence” and resubmit a new application for a 
coastal permit for a new residence and garage located no closer than 200 feet from 
National Park Service property to ensure that no vegetation clearance for fuel 
modification would occur on the National Park Service property.  In addition, staff 
requested the applicant to address all other unpermitted development on site through 
the coastal development permit application including the removal of the existing 
unpermitted residence and other unpermitted development and regrade, 
revegetate/restore all disturbed areas on site outside the approved development area.  
Although the applicant did not wish to withdraw the subject application at that time, on 
December 20, 2005, the applicant requested a postponement from the Commission’s 
January hearing and extended the Commission’s review under the Permit Streamlining 
Act to April 24, 2006, in order to further evaluate the matter.   
 
Since that time, Staff has met with the applicant’s representatives to discuss the matter 
on March 14, 2006.  Staff identified additional locations on the site where the proposed 
residence could be feasibly relocated in an appropriate location, including on the lower 
unpermitted pad in the approximately same location where a residence was previously 
approved pursuant to Coastal Permit No. 78-4453.  However, in this case, because the 
Permit Streamlining Act deadline to act on this application is April 24, 2006, which would 
not allow the applicant adequate time to prepare revised project plans and obtain local 
approval to implement such changes, staff recommended the applicant withdraw this 
pending application and resubmit a new application that would address all unpermitted 
development on site while still allowing for the construction of a new residence in a 
location no closer to National Park Service property than 200 feet.   
 
Although staff had previously informed the applicant’s representatives that the 
construction of a “fire” wall along the northern property line is not relevant to the issue 
regarding the inadequate setback from National Park Service lands, since such walls do 
not eliminate the need or potential for vegetation clearance to occur on the adjacent 
park lands, on February 10, 2006, the applicant submitted a new revised Preliminary 
Fuel Modification Plan with a six foot high  “fire” wall located along the northern and 
eastern property boundaries (Exhibits 19 and 20).  On March 14, 2006, Staff met with 
the applicant’s representatives to discuss the matter, including the new revised plans to 
construct  a “fire” wall along the northern and eastern property boundaries.  During that 
meeting, the applicant’s representatives informed staff that the intent of the ”fire” wall is 
to reduce the normally required 200 ft. vegetation clearance for fuel modification on the 
adjoining National Park Service property located to the north and the private property 
located to the east.  The applicant’s representatives further asserted to staff that 
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because the County’s approved Fuel Modification Plan for the subject parcel does not 
show any offsite clearance of vegetation for fuel modification (including beyond the 
property line to the north approximately 50 ft. beyond the proposed residence) that; 
therefore, no such vegetation clearance would be required or performed.  Staff informed 
the applicant that this assertion was incorrect since the County approved Fuel 
Modification Plan did not show any offsite areas at all regardless of whether vegetation 
clearance would actually occur offsite or not (including vegetation clearance within the 
typical 200 ft. clearance zone which occurred offsite).  In this case, given the close 
proximity of the proposed residence to the National Park Service Land property line 
(approximately 50 ft.) staff again recommended that the applicant withdraw this 
application and resubmit a new application to construct the new proposed residence in 
a location at least 200 feet from the northern property boundary with the National Park 
Service (SMMNRA).  At this time, the applicant has not revised the project as previously 
requested by staff and the applicant has requested that the Commission hold a public 
hearing on this subject application as originally proposed. 
 
 
B. ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE RESOURCES 
 
Section 30230 of the Coastal Act states that: 
 

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored.  Special 
protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or economic 
significance.  Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a manner that will 
sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy 
populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial, 
recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 
 

Section 30231 states: 
 
The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms 
and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored 
through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and 
entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies and 
substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water reclamation, 
maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing 
alteration of natural streams. 
 

Section 30240 states: 
 

 (a)  Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant 
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed 
within such areas. 

 
 (b)  Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks 

and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would 
significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of such 
habitat areas. 
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Section 30107.5 of the Coastal Act, defines an environmentally sensitive area as: 
  

"Environmentally sensitive area" means any area in which plant or animal life or their 
habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in 
an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities 
and developments.  

 
Section 30231 of the Coastal Act requires that the biological productivity and the quality 
of coastal waters and streams be maintained and, where feasible, restored through, 
among other means, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies 
and substantial interference with surface water flows, maintaining natural buffer areas 
that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams.  In addition, 
Sections 30107.5 and 30240 of the Coastal Act state that environmentally sensitive 
habitat areas must be protected against disruption of habitat values.  Therefore, when 
considering any area, such as the Santa Monica Mountains, with regard to an ESHA 
determination one must focus on three main questions: 
 

1) Is a habitat or species rare?  
2) Is the habitat or species especially valuable because of its special nature or 

role in the ecosystem? 
3) Is the habitat or species easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and 

developments? 
 
The Coastal Commission has found that the Mediterranean Ecosystem in the Santa 
Mountains is itself rare, and valuable because of its relatively pristine character, 
physical complexity, and resultant biological diversity.  Therefore, habitat areas that 
provide important roles in that ecosystem are especially valuable and meet the second 
criterion for the ESHA designation.  In the Santa Monica Mountains, coastal sage scrub 
and chaparral have many important roles in the ecosystem, including the provision of 
critical linkages between riparian corridors, the provision of essential habitat for species 
that require several habitat types during the course of their life histories, the provision of 
essential habitat for local endemics, the support of rare species, and the reduction of 
erosion, thereby protecting the water quality of coastal streams.  For these and other 
reasons discussed in the memo “Designation of ESHA in the Santa Monica Mountains, 
dated March 25, 2003 by John Dixon (Exhibit 21), which is incorporated herein, the 
Commission finds that large contiguous, relatively pristine stands of coastal sage scrub 
and chaparral in the Santa Monica Mountains meet the definition of ESHA.  This is 
consistent with the Commission’s past findings on the Malibu LCP1. 
 
For any specific property within the Santa Monica Mountains, it is necessary to meet 
three tests in order to assign the ESHA designation.  First, is the habitat properly 
identified, for example as coastal sage scrub or chaparral?  Second, is the habitat 

                                            
1 Revised Findings for the City of Malibu Local Coastal Program (as adopted on 
September 13, 2002) adopted on February 6, 2003. 
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undeveloped and otherwise relatively pristine?  Third, is the habitat part of a large, 
contiguous block of relatively pristine native vegetation? 
 
The applicant proposes to partially demolish about 1,500 sq. ft. of existing 1,900 sq. ft. 
unpermitted single family residence on an unpermitted graded pad, demolish an 
unpermitted patio and wall, construct a new 4,783 sq. ft. 35 ft. high, partial three-story 
single family residence with attached 860 sq. ft. partially below grade garage, 2,500 sq. 
ft. of decking, 946 sq. ft. of balconies, an as-built pool and spa, as-built courtyard, solar 
panel system, improve existing driveway as an as-built road extension, upgrade as-built 
septic system, as-built water storage tank/well, landscaping, retaining walls, install a 
temporary as-built residential trailer and a new construction trailer, and conduct an 
unspecified amount of restorative grading and revegetation  in areas where some of the 
prior unpermitted vegetation removal occurred.  The new residence would incorporate 
the remaining 400 sq. ft. portion of the existing unpermitted residence.  In addition, the 
project would also include the construction of a new 6’ high Fire Wall along 206’ of the 
northern property boundary (with SMMC parkland) and 212’ along the eastern property 
boundary with other private property.  (Exhibits 1 – 12, 19 and 20). 
 
A review of the Commission’s historic aerial photographs taken in 1977 indicate that the 
subject 5 acre parcel was covered with chaparral vegetation with only a narrow dirt road 
to the proposed residential building site which was partially cleared of vegetation and 
undeveloped at that time.  The Commission’s 1986 aerial photograph (Exhibit 22) 
identifies the same dirt road to the existing building site that was not improved at that 
time.  A large building existed on the northwestern portion of the parcel on an 
unpermitted graded pad; however, this structure is not in the same location as the 
residence that was previously approved in January 1979 by the Commission.  This 
unpermitted structure has been previously removed and does not exist today.  In 1986, 
over half of this 5 acre parcel was cleared of native vegetation without the required 
coastal development permit, including a portion of the National Park Service property 
located to the north.  Vegetation along the drainage existed at this time on the subject 
property and adjoining properties located to the west and south.   
 
As noted above, this parcel was the subject of Coastal Permit No. 78-4453 (Cassidy) for 
the construction of a one-story, three bedroom plus office single-family dwelling 
(approximately 3100 sq. ft.) with an attached two-car garage and detached workshop.  
This project was approved January 15, 1979 with a condition requiring a recorded deed 
restriction limiting the use of the structure to a single-family dwelling.  The approved 
Coastal Permit identified the location of this residence on the northwest portion of the 
property near the where the existing unpermitted trailer is now located.  This Coastal 
Permit was extended to January 15, 1992 through 10 Time Extensions (Coastal Permit 
Extension Nos.5-81-591-E1 through 5-81-591-E10).  The previous property owner did 
not construct the approved residence but instead obtained a Los Angeles County 
Building Permit on December 5, 1991 for a new different 1,320 sq. ft new residence and 
201 sq. ft. deck on a different part of the property.  This smaller residence was 
constructed on the small knoll at the northeast portion of the parcel about 80 feet 
northeast from the approved residence location .  Construction of the foundation was 
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signed off by the County Building Inspector on 12-18-1991 with the final signoff for the 
residence on 8-31-1993.  This existing residence does not have the required coastal 
permit and is not only in a different location than that approved by the Commission but 
also is of a different size and design.   
 
Commission staff visited the subject property on December 1, 2005, and confirmed that 
the existing residence was located on the northeast portion of the parcel on an 
unpermitted graded pad.  In addition, staff confirmed that the previously existing 
unpermitted structure located on the unpermitted graded pad on the northwest portion 
of the site and the numerous previously existing unpermitted animal sheds and corrals 
located on the eastern portion of the parcel had been removed.  Staff observed that a 
new unpermitted habitable trailer had been recently installed on a new unpermitted 
concrete pad with a new chain link fence enclosure on the existing unpermitted graded 
pad on the northwest portion of the site (in the same approximate vicinity of the 
previously approved residence).  A significant portion of the previously existing native 
chaparral on the subject site and the adjoining parcel to the north owned by the 
SMMNRA had been cleared.  The remaining and former chaparral vegetation is part of 
a large contiguous area of chaparral habitat that extends relatively undisturbed to the 
north, northwest, and east of the subject parcel and to National Park Service properties 
beyond to the north  (Exhibit  14).   
 
The applicant submitted a Biological Report dated April 5, 2005 by Forde Biological 
Consultants which indicates that most of the subject property has previously cleared of 
vegetation and is now dominated by non-native annual grasses and other non-native 
species including oleander, a pine tree and pepper tree.  Native vegetation is now 
present on less than 0.25 acres exists along the drainage on the southwest portion of 
the parcel (Exhibit 14).  This native vegetation along the drainage area consists of 
chemise–ceanothus chaparral.  There are no oak trees on the property.  Due to the 
important ecosystem role of chaparral, coastal sage scrub, and oak woodland in the 
Santa Monica Mountains (detailed in Exhibit 21), and the fact that the subject parcel 
was relatively undisturbed (with the exception of the access road and a small cleared 
area where the existing residence is located) prior to the unpermitted development that 
occurred on site and part of a large, unfragmented block of habitat, the Commission 
finds that the chaparral, sage scrub and oak woodland on and surrounding the subject 
site meets the definition of ESHA under the Coastal Act. 
 
On the adjoining property to the north, owned by the National Park Service, and part of 
the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (SMMNRA), an area of native 
chaparral has been removed in a radius of about 200 feet from the existing unpermitted 
residence on the subject property.  This residence is located about 50 feet south of the 
northern property boundary with the SMMNRA.  In a letter dated March 7, 2006, Woody 
Smeck, Superintendent, of the SMMNRA notes that fuel modification currently occurring 
on the adjacent National Park Service property is in violation of federal law.    
 
Fuel modification is the removal or modification of combustible native or ornamental 
vegetation. It may include replacement with drought tolerant, fire resistant plants. The 
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amount and location of required fuel modification would vary according to the fire history 
of the area, the amount and type of plant species on the site, topography, weather 
patterns, construction design, and siting of structures. There are typically three fuel 
modification zones applied by the Fire Department: 
 

Zone A (Setback Zone) is required to be a minimum of 20 feet beyond the edge of 
protected structures. In this area native vegetation is cleared and only ground 
cover, green lawn, and a limited number of ornamental plant species are allowed. 
This zone must be irrigated to maintain a high moisture content. 
 
Zone B (Irrigated Zone) is required to extend from the outermost edge of Zone A to 
a maximum of 100 feet. In this area ground covers may not extend over 18 inches 
in height. Some native vegetation may remain in this zone if they are adequately 
spaced, maintained free of dead wood and individual plants are thinned. This zone 
must be irrigated to maintain a high moisture content. 
 
Zone C (Thinning Zone) is required to extend from the outermost edge of Zone B 
up to 200 feet. This zone would primarily retain existing native vegetation, with the 
exception of high fuel species such as chemise, red shank, California sagebrush, 
common buckwheat and sage. Dead or dying vegetation must be removed and the 
fuel in existing vegetation reduced by thinning individual plants. 

 
Thus, the combined required fuel modification area around structures can extend up to 
a maximum of 200 feet. If there is not adequate area on the project site to provide the 
required fuel modification for structures, then brush clearance may also be required on 
adjacent parcels.  However, in this case, the typical fuel modification zone on this parcel 
would extend from the approved structures up to 200 feet into the former chaparral 
ESHA located to the west and to the south of the building pad.  The applicant has 
submitted a Preliminary Fuel Modification Plan dated 2/9/06, which shows the required 
fuel modification zones on the applicant’s property.  The Fuel Modification Plan does not 
show all of the off site land area that would be affected by the location of fuel 
modification Zones A, B and C around the proposed development.   However, it is clear 
from the plan that only Zone A could be located entirely on the applicant’s property.  
The northern portion of Zone B would extend onto the neighboring parkland and the 
northern portion of Zone C would be located entirely on parkland.  The Fuel Modification 
Plan purports to address fire risk by using a combination of Zone A and a fire wall rather 
than the full fuel modification zones.  However, a fire wall and a 50 foot clearance area 
next to native chaparral vegetation is not sufficient to protect a residential structure from 
a wildfire.  The Commission typically considers such fire walls and minimal clearance as 
inappropriate where there are alternative building sites available on the property that 
would allow the full 200 foot radius of fuel modification to adequately protect a 
residential structure without affecting adjacent parkland.  In this case, the Fire 
Department review of the Fuel Modification Plan was based on the inaccurate 
assumption that the residence was a legally permitted structure rather than a proposed 
new residence.  As a practical matter, the County of Los Angeles has no authority to 
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require the National Park Service (SMMNRA) to remove native vegetation on Federal 
property for the purpose of fuel modification.    
 
Notwithstanding the need to protect structures from the risk of wildfire, fuel modification 
results in significant adverse impacts that are in excess of those directly related to the 
development itself. Within the area next to approved structures (Zone A), all native 
vegetation must be removed and ornamental, low-fuel plants substituted.  In Zone B, 
most native vegetation will be removed or widely spaced.  Finally, in Zone C, native 
vegetation may be retained if thinned, although particular high-fuel plant species must 
be removed (Several of the high fuel species are important components of the coastal 
sage scrub community).  In this way, for a large area around any permitted structures, 
native vegetation will be cleared, selectively removed to provide wider spacing, and 
thinned, all located within and beyond the applicant’s parcel.  
 
Obviously, native vegetation that is cleared and replaced with ornamental species, or 
substantially removed and widely spaced will be lost as habitat and watershed cover.  
Additionally, thinned areas will be greatly reduced in habitat value. Even where 
complete clearance of vegetation is not required, the natural habitat can be significantly 
impacted, and ultimately lost.  For instance, in coastal sage scrub habitat, the natural 
soil coverage of the canopies of individual plants provides shading and reduced soil 
temperatures.  When these plants are thinned, the microclimate of the area will be 
affected, increasing soil temperatures, which can lead to loss of individual plants and 
the eventual conversion of the area to a dominance of different non-native plant 
species.  The areas created by thinning between shrubs can be invaded by non-native 
grasses that will over time out-compete native species.  
 
For example, undisturbed coastal sage scrub vegetation typical of coastal canyon 
slopes, and the downslope riparian corridors of the canyon bottoms, ordinarily contains 
a variety of tree and shrub species with established root systems.  Depending on the 
canopy coverage, these species may be accompanied by understory species of lower 
profile.  The established vegetative cover, including the leaf detritus and other mulch 
contributed by the native plants, slows rainfall runoff from canyon slopes and staunches 
silt flows that result from ordinary erosional processes.  The native vegetation thereby 
limits the intrusion of sediments into downslope creeks.  Accordingly, disturbed slopes 
where vegetation is either cleared or thinned are more directly exposed to rainfall runoff 
that can therefore wash canyon soils into down-gradient creeks.  The resultant erosion 
reduces topsoil and steepens slopes, making revegetation increasingly difficult or 
creating ideal conditions for colonization by invasive, non-native species that supplant 
the native populations.  
 
The cumulative loss of habitat cover also reduces the value of the sensitive resource 
areas as a refuge for birds and animals, for example by making them—or their nests 
and burrows—more readily apparent to predators. The impacts of fuel clearance on bird 
communities was studied by Stralberg who identified three ecological categories of birds 
in the Santa Monica Mountains: 1) local and long distance migrators (ash-throated 
flycatcher, Pacific-slope flycatcher, phainopepla, black-headed grosbeak), 2) chaparral-
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associated species (Bewick’s wren, wrentit, blue-gray gnatcatcher, California thrasher, 
orange-crowned warbler, rufous-crowned sparrow, spotted towhee, California towhee) 
and 3) urban-associated species (mourning dove, American crow, Western scrub-jay, 
Northern mockingbird)2.  It was found in this study that the number of migrators and 
chaparral-associated species decreased due to habitat fragmentation while the 
abundance of urban-associated species increased.  The impact of fuel clearance is to 
greatly increase this edge-effect of fragmentation by expanding the amount of cleared 
area and “edge” many-fold.  Similar results of decreases in fragmentation-sensitive bird 
species are reported from the work of Bolger et al. in southern California chaparral3.   
 
Fuel clearance and habitat modification may also disrupt native arthropod communities, 
and this can have surprising effects far beyond the cleared area on species seemingly 
unrelated to the direct impacts.  A particularly interesting and well-documented example 
with ants and lizards illustrates this point.  When non-native landscaping with intensive 
irrigation is introduced, the area becomes favorable for the invasive and non-native 
Argentine ant.  This ant forms “super colonies” that can forage more than 650 feet out 
into the surrounding native chaparral or coastal sage scrub around the landscaped 
area4.  The Argentine ant competes with native harvester ants and carpenter ants 
displacing them from the habitat5.  These native ants are the primary food resource for 
the native coast horned lizard, a California “Species of Special Concern.”  As a result of 
Argentine ant invasion, the coast horned lizard and its native ant food resources are 
diminished in areas near landscaped and irrigated developments6.  In addition to 
specific effects on the coast horned lizard, there are other Mediterranean habitat 
ecosystem processes that are impacted by Argentine ant invasion through impacts on 
long-evolved native ant-plant mutualisms7.  The composition of the whole arthropod 
community changes and biodiversity decreases when habitats are subjected to fuel 
modification.  In coastal sage scrub disturbed by fuel modification, fewer arthropod 

                                            
2 Stralberg, D. 2000. Landscape-level urbanization effects on chaparral birds: a Santa 
Monica Mountains case study. Pp. 125–136 in Keeley, J.E., M. Baer-Keeley, and C.J. 
Fotheringham (eds.). 2nd interface between ecology and land development in 
California. U.S. Geological Survey, Sacramento, California. 
3 Bolger, D. T., T. A. Scott and J. T. Rotenberry. 1997. Breeding bird abundance in an urbanizing 
landscape in coastal Southern California. Conserv. Biol. 11:406-421. 
4 Suarez, A.V., D.T. Bolger and T.J. Case. 1998. Effects of fragmentation and invasion on native ant 
communities in coastal southern California. Ecology 79(6):2041-2056.   
5 Holway, D.A. 1995. The distribution of the Argentine ant (Linepithema humile) in central California: a 
twenty-year record of invasion. Conservation Biology 9:1634-1637.  Human, K.G. and D.M. Gordon. 
1996. Exploitation and interference competition between the invasive Argentine ant, (Linepithema 
humile), and native ant species. Oecologia 105:405-412. 
6 Fisher, R.N., A.V. Suarez and T.J. Case. 2002. Spatial patterns in the abundance of the coastal horned 
lizard. Conservation Biology 16(1):205-215.  Suarez, A.V. J.Q. Richmond and T.J. Case. 2000. Prey 
selection in horned lizards following the invasion of Argentine ants in southern California. Ecological 
Applications 10(3):711-725. 
7 Suarez, A.V., D.T. Bolger and T.J. Case. 1998. Effects of fragmentation and invasion on native ant 
communities in coastal southern California. Ecology 79(6):2041-2056.  Bond, W. and P. Slingsby. 
Collapse of an Ant-Plant Mutualism: The Argentine Ant (Iridomyrmex humilis) and Myrmecochorous 
Proteaceae. Ecology 65(4):1031-1037.   
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predator species are seen and more exotic arthropod species are present than in 
undisturbed habitats8. 
 
Studies in the Mediterranean vegetation of South Africa (equivalent to California 
shrubland with similar plant species) have shown how the invasive Argentine ant can 
disrupt the whole ecosystem.9  In South Africa the Argentine ant displaces native ants 
as they do in California.  Because the native ants are no longer present to collect and 
bury seeds, the seeds of the native plants are exposed to predation, and consumed by 
seed eating insects, birds and mammals.  When this habitat burns after Argentine ant 
invasion the large-seeded plants that were protected by the native ants all but 
disappear.  So the invasion of a non-native ant species drives out native ants, and this 
can cause a dramatic change in the species composition of the plant community by 
disrupting long-established seed dispersal mutualisms.  In California, some insect eggs 
are adapted to being buried by native ants in a manner similar to plant seeds10. 
 
In a letter (Exhibit 13) dated March 7, 2006, Woody Smeck, Superintendent, of the 
SMMNRA notes that (Exhibit SMMNRA): 
 

“Public laws governing National Park System administration (16USC Sec. 1-4a) 
and the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (16 USC Sec. 460kk) 
do not allow native vegetation and wildlife habitat removal on federal parkland to 
accommodate adjacent private development.  Circumstances describing the 
current residential development on the subject property would not offer any 
exception to the federal laws.  The original approved residential development 
was sited to avoid fuel modification on adjacent property, and therefore, fuel 
modification currently occurring on the adjacent National Park Service property 
to the north is in violation of federal law.  We recommend any new construction 
or reconstruction on the subject parcel be sited at least 200 feet from the 
northern boundary shared with National Park Service to accommodate Los 
Angeles County’s 200-foot fuel modification zone within the privately owned 
parcel.”  

 
The proposed project to construct a new residence approximately 50 ft. from the 
adjacent public park land will result in direct and indirect impacts to plant and wildlife 
habitat as a result of constructing the project and the modification of native vegetation 
surrounding the project for fuel clearance purposes.  Although the applicant has 
submitted a Preliminary Fuel Modification Plan with a six foot high “fire” wall (Exhibit 19 
and 20) along the northern and eastern property boundaries as an attempt to minimize 
the need to conduct vegetation clearance for fuel modification purposes, the 
Commission finds that a fire wall is not adequate fire protection for the structures.  
Therefore, as proposed, the development is inconsistent with Coastal Act Section 
                                            
8 Longcore, T.R. 1999. Terrestrial arthropods as indicators of restoration success in coastal sage scrub. 
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles. 
9 Christian, C. 2001. Consequences of a biological invasion reveal the importance of mutualism for plant 
communities. Nature 413:635-639.   
10 Hughes, L. and M. Westoby. 1992. Capitula on stick insect eggs and elaiosomes on seeds: convergent 
adaptations for burial by ants. Functional Ecology 6:642-648. 
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30253, which requires that new development minimize risks to life and property in areas 
of high fire hazard.  Furthermore, adequate fire protection, which is a 200-foot wide 
radius clearance (offsite) is not permitted by the adjacent property owner, i.e, the 
National Park Service, and would be inconsistent with Coastal Act section 30240.  
Therefore, the Commission finds that in order to ensure that approved residential 
development on the site is consistent with section 30253 and will not result in adverse 
impacts to ESHA and public park land due to fuel modification, residential development 
should be located no less than 200 ft. from the adjacent park land.  Further, the 
Commission notes that there are other feasible building sites on the applicant’s property 
that would allow for all new development to be located at least 200 feet from the 
northern property boundary with SMMNRA and that would not result in potential 
removal of ESHA on public park land (Exhibit 23).  Its important to note that the 
approved location for the residence in CDP 78-4453 was about 120 feet from the 
northern property boundary when the property to the north was not owned by the 
SMMNRA and the County Fuel Modification requirements were less than 200 feet as it 
is currently required.  Therefore, as proposed, the project is not consistent with the 
environmentally sensitive resource protection policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
1. Feasible Alternative Building Sites 
 
The Commission notes that development, limited to a maximum 10,000 sq. ft. building 
pad including cut and fill slopes, may be allowed on this subject parcel since the 
majority of the site included chemise chaparral which is considered ESHA.  There are 
three unpermitted graded pads where vegetation removal has occurred totaling 15,775 
sq. ft. of area.  As explained in detail in the preceding section, the project site (prior to 
the unpermitted development that resulted in the removal of chaparral vegetation on 
site) and the surrounding area constitute an environmentally sensitive habitat area 
(ESHA) pursuant to Section 30107.5.  Section 30240 requires that “environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant disruption of habitat 
values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed within those 
areas.”  Section 30240 restricts development on the parcel to only those uses that are 
dependent on the resource.  The applicant proposes to construct a single-family 
residence on the parcel.  A portion of the development is proposed to be located on an 
existing unpermitted graded area immediately adjacent to National Park Service land 
which also supports ESHA.  By proposing the new residence in the same location as 
the unpermitted residence, the applicant is effectively requesting after-the-fact approval 
for the unpermitted graded pad.  The unpermitted grading to construct the building pad 
required the direct removal of ESHA.   
 
In addition, fuel modification for the unpermitted residence on the subject site has 
extended approximately 150 ft. onto the adjacent public park land and resulted in the 
removal of sensitive habitat.  As single-family residences do not have to be located 
within ESHAs to function, the Commission does not consider single-family residences to 
be a use dependent on ESHA resources.  Application of Section 30240, by itself, would 
require denial of the project, because the project would result in significant disruption of 
habitat values and is not a use dependent on those sensitive habitat resources.  
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Although the applicant has proposed to cease the unpermitted vegetation clearance 
operations on the adjacent park land, as explained above, in past permit actions, the 
Commission has required new development to be located at least 200 ft. from National 
Park Service land, when feasible, in order to ensure that fuel modification of park land 
would not occur.  Therefore, the proposed project could not be found consistent with 
Section 30240 if feasible alternatives existed which would reduce or eliminate adverse 
impacts to ESHA, including the potential removal of ESHA on adjacent parkland. 
 
In this case as identified on (Exhibit 23), the Commission finds that there are feasible 
alterative building sites on the property , including the site about 80 feet further or a total 
of 200 feet from the parkland near where the originally approved residence was to be 
located (immediately south of the existing unpermitted trailer)  that would ensure that 
the development is consistent with section 30240 to the maximum extent feasible while 
avoiding a taking and meeting Section 30253.  The second potential alternative location 
for a residence is the area south of the existing unpermitted residence on the eastern 
portion of the parcel where several unpermitted horse facilities have been previously 
removed.  Both of these sites are located at least 200 feet from the northern property 
boundary and would eliminate the potential for unpermitted vegetation clearance to 
occur on the adjacent park land as a result of residential development on the subject 
site.   
 
The Commission notes that locating a residence and garage on a maximum 10,000 sq. 
ft. building pad including the area of the cut and fill slopes at one of these two 
alternative building sites is a feasible alternative to the proposed project that would 
allow for a reasonable size, bulk and scale, residential development to occur on the 
applicant’s property while eliminating the potential for fuel modification on the adjoining 
SMMNRA property located to the north of the subject parcel.  Therefore, the 
Commission finds that there are feasible alternatives to the proposed project that would 
further minimize adverse impacts to coastal resources and, thus, the proposed project is 
inconsistent with Sections 30231, 30240 and 30107.5 of the Coastal Act.  However, 
Staff has informed the applicant that if the applicant wishes to submit a new permit 
application for residential development on site, staff may be available to work with the 
applicant to redesign/relocate the proposed development in a manner that would reduce 
adverse impacts to ESHA and would comply with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act. 
 
C. VIOLATION
 
Development has occurred on the subject site without the required coastal development 
permit including, but not limited to, the construction of a residence, pool/spa, water 
storage tank/well, a habitable trailer on a concrete pad, a chain link fence enclosure, 
various horse/animal facilities including stalls, corrals, and sheds, grading of unknown 
quantities of earthen material to construct two large flat pad areas and a third large 
disturbed area, the removal of about 4.75 acres of chaparral vegetation all on the 
subject five acre parcel and the removal of chaparral within an approximate 200 foot 
radius from the existing unpermitted residence on the adjoining National Park Service 
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(SMMNRA) property located immediately to the north of the subject parcel.  The 
applicant purchased this property in October 2003 with the majority of the unpermitted 
development.  The applicant installed the unpermitted habitable trailer, concrete pad, 
and chain link fence enclosure on the lower unpermitted pad.  No evidence could be 
found that these developments identified above received a coastal permit from this 
Commission.  The applicant has already removed the above referenced unpermitted 
horse/animal facilities; however, these areas remain highly disturbed due to unpermitted 
grading and vegetation clearance which has occurred.  Regardless of the fact that staff 
is recommending denial of this application, the applicant has still not proposed to 
resolve all of these unpermitted development on site.  In addition, the proposed 
development and the existing unpermitted residence, pool/spa, water storage tank, 
trailer on a concrete pad, and the unknown quantity of grading to construct the as-built 
pads and road extension are inconsistent with the Coastal Act.  The Commission's staff 
enforcement division will evaluate further actions to address these matters. 
 
Although construction has taken place prior to submission of this permit application, 
consideration of the application by the Commission has been based solely upon the 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.  
  
D. Local Coastal Program
 
Section 30604 of the Coastal Act states: 

 
a)  Prior to certification of the local coastal program, a coastal development permit shall 
be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the proposed 
development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with 
Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not prejudice the 
ability of the local government to prepare a local program that is in conformity with the 
provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). 
 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a Coastal 
Development Permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local 
government having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program that conforms with 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.  The preceding sections provide findings that the 
proposed project will not be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3.  The 
proposed development will create adverse impacts and is found to be inconsistent with 
the applicable policies contained in Chapter 3.  Therefore, the Commission finds that 
approval of the proposed development, as conditioned, will prejudice the County of Los 
Angeles’ ability to prepare a Local Coastal Program for this area which is also 
consistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, as required by Section 
30604(a). 
 
E. CEQA
 
Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission 
approval of a Coastal Development Permit application to be supported by a finding 
showing the application is consistent with any applicable requirements of the California 
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Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a 
proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible 
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse 
effect that the activity may have on the that would not require fuel modification on 
adjoining parcel located to the north owned by the Santa Monica Mountains National 
Recreation Area. 
 
The Commission finds that the proposed project will have significant adverse effects on 
the environment within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970.  
Therefore, the proposed project has not been adequately mitigated and is determined to 
be inconsistent with CEQA and inconsistent with the policies of the Coastal Act. 
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